Raw_Black
9" Survivor (iKon)
A must-have if you are planning to explore or admire the nature or even challenge the fury of the mother earth.

.










BLADE SIZE: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 625 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 775 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1075 grams
FUNCTION: Gift, Hunting, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Military, Outdoor, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 31st Aug 2010)
CATEGORY: Raw_Black
BLADE FINISHING: Black

All black All terrain – a survival cum tactical kukri knife - a must for jungle warfare - carry or belt in to cut through the
suffering, swing to endure and survive, use to sustain and serve the living – because the 9” Survivor is an icon for all
survivors and warriors to keep its master away from harm’s way and close to life, love and living. Designed at KHHI
by specialists and handmade in Nepal by masters, 9” Survivor is a must-have if you are planning to explore or admire
the nature or even challenge the fury of the mother earth. It could be the factor between life and death…
The fully blackened blade has two sections; 1) Swing and 2) Slice. Upper curved portion as seen in the khukuri’s photo
is for hacking and lower straight (parallel) with enlarged bevel is the slicer. The dual operational edge in the same blade
gives the added benefit to the user. The blade is blued allover by an imported product of “Miracle Product Company”
of USA to prevent the blade from going rusty. This unique feature of the kukri makes it a real deal as the key problem
of rust is well taken care by the blueing process.

The handle is another strong point of the kukri where the full flat tang steel is secured by multiple rivets, and the usage
of imported epoxy make it super strong that can easily handle the roughest and toughest work in progress. Similarly,
the handle’s shape, contours, edges are designed well enough to provide an easy and comfy grip giving endless tireless
hold.
The scabbard in other hand is basic but fitted with useful operational features that would help the user in every way like
the “Lanyard Hole” – to tie a thong around thigh to prevent wobbling even in speed motion; “Dual Carriage Frog” –
both, vertically and horizontally can be carried from waist as preferred or wanted; “Handle Belt Strap” - to firmly
secure the handle and thus the kukri to the sheath so carriage becomes very easy and steady and ; “Back Up Knife”; a
special mini utility emergency knife to do or accomplish minor objectives but with major importance.
[Imp Note: Please be notified that the specification of the finished/delivered khukuri/s may vary from the specification
given above since all khukuris are handmade by different craftsmen.]
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather sheath with dual carriage frog, Water buffalo full flat tang multiple riveted comfy handle,
emergency Back up knife, High carbon 5160 blued double functional blade

AngPana for Jungle
Creatively and specially designed for hostile Jungle territories and its behavior..











BLADE SIZE: 12 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 900 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1050 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1400 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Domestic Use, Fighting, Heavy Duty, Hunting, Jungle Warfare, Lethal
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal
CATEGORY: Raw_Black
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

The overwhelming success of the “Raw Panawal” khukuri (raw black blade) convinced and pressed KHHI crew to
come up with yet another similar version, based on the basics of Raw Panawal, but improvised and modified, which is
the “AngPana for Jungle”. Enough reach and coverage of 12 inches of the blade, unpolished horn handle with a single
broad flat ridge for better grip and green leather scabbard for look and strength are all the special features of the
“AngPana” that distinct the kukri from the rest, that define this powerful jungle operational kukri.
The unique and interesting name “AngPana” is actually the merging of two famous and functional khukuris; Angkhola
(Ang + Khola; having fuller in blade) and Panawal (Full flat tang with rivets).
“AngPana for Jungle” is creatively and specially designed for hostile Jungle territories and its behavior where one
would not know what another minute would deliver or confront.
Blade:: AngPana has a black (raw) blade having semi fuller or layer (hump) running across the main (above) panel of
the blade. It is made so to give more strength and durability to the width of the blade while in use and also to cut down
unnecessary weight of the blade. The curvature will also give much needed support to the flat surface by evenly
distributing the impact force created when striking against a target. It is also a display of true craftsmanship as it is very
difficult to craft.
Handle: The handle of this kukri is made like that of the famous “Panawals” version (the name also says) where the flat
tang goes all the way through the handle, and silver (Aluminum) rivets are fitted to strengthen the fixtures. The metal
tang can also be clearly seen at the two sides of the handle. Unpolished buffalo horn is used to give an overall matching
look and sturdiness. A single broad flat ridge is furnished for better grip, to make holding easier and non slippery.
A green leather scabbard with black frog gives a perfect camouflage and a handsome “Jungalee” (wild) look.

Materials / Features:
Special green leather scabbard, full flat tang riveted buffalo horn handle, Raw blade, black frog, lanyard tip in scabbard

FEAR the BLACK (Rust free)
A powerful and lethal kukri with NO-RUST exclusive feature makes it a one of a kind modern knife that would certainly
prove worth carrying and investing..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 750 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 900 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1250 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Defending, Hunting, Indoor, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 30th Apr 2009)
CATEGORY: Raw_Black
BLADE FINISHING: Black

KHHI’s huge appetite to satisfying its customer and critics through different new models and techniques - to prove it’s
the best in the business has led to the production and release of this one of a kind modern khukuri knife that would
certainly prove worth carrying and investing. “Fear the BLACK” theme is used to generate an appeal within mass, to
give a powerful and lethal look but above all, to avoid rust (oxidization) from the knife so that it remains healthy and
handsome at all times. Its ALL-BLACK specialty is outstandingly backed up by solid rubber easy-to-grip functional
handle. FtB’s unique and excellent features, a power-pact combination of beauty and beast makes it one of the strongest
and best knives KHHI has to its image and asset.
Blade:
- Blackened raw blade (panel) to prevent rusting and to give a striking and lethal look. Here the blade goes through a
series of coloring process to keep the format in tact as much as possible.
- A heavy version blade to make working easy and swift
- 11 inches bladed for more and better coverage or range
- Traditional notch (Cho) discarded to give a new and modern loo
- Edge section or bevel is whitened (unpolished) to furnish a brilliant loo
- Blade forged in the famous and effective “World War” version
Handle:

- “Solid Rubber Handle” for easy, fast and compact grip
- Special rubber handle with designated “Curves and Contours” (as seen in the picture) to provide the best possible hold
even in slippery conditions
- A Rat tail tang of the blade goes all the way through the rubber handle which is very strongly fitted to endure abuse,
hardship and to last looooong
- Metallic fixtures (washer, pommel, butt and keeper) are also blackened to avoid rust and to give an overall matching
look
Scabbard:
- Traditional buffalo hide for strength and durability
- Black colored leather to give a matching loo
- Fasten-up frog with single belt loop as the khukuri carrier
- Leather loop (lanyard hole) in the tip to tie around the thigh portion by using a leather/rope thong, to prevent
wobbling while in motion“Now the ALL BLACK is here to lighten your work load
– to lighten your dark world.”
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, exclusive Solid Rubber handle, blackened RAW blade to avoid rusting

Gurkhe (Bodyguard)
The remarkable success of the raw black bladed version encouraged and influenced the creation of this unique kukri
having even more benefit and feature..











BLADE SIZE: 8 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 500 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 600 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 950 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Hunting, Jungle warfare, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 4th May 2009)
CATEGORY: Raw_Black
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

The remarkable success of the raw black bladed version encouraged and influenced the creation of this unique kukri
having even more benefit and feature - to handcraft an outstanding and exceptional executioner to meet a user’s tall
order and to safeguard him at the same time, just like a typical Gurkha who would die to defend and to guard his honor,
duty and territories, and hence the name “Gurkhe (Bodyguard)”, chosen to denote and refer this knife to the legendary
Gurkhas, their caliber and their amazing persona. 8” Gurkhe synonyms of the great Gurkhas with its excellent qualities
and advances is an awesome kukri knife to carry and hold, to swing, to be with at all times, be it dark or light – to save,
protect and defy an enemy’s attack and nature’s fury.
Blade:
8” raw black blade = to camouflage rusting (should there come) and to conceal any innate marks/defects
Large elongated bevel = to inflect deep cut and lethal blow
8” bladed = handy, mobile, easy to use yet enough coverage to undertake decent tasks
World war version blade = effective and balanced shape with easy operation (in and out)
Handle:
*Extra thick iron/steel fixtures = durability, lasting and matching
Full flat tang with twin rivets = heavy duty work, resilience, power, strength, long lasting
Horn ridged handle = strength, good look, sturdy and firm grip, dry (not slippery) handle, easy and effective handling
Scabbard:
Belt loop = Dual carriage; belt cum thigh – waist level in belt or thigh level in thigh
Lanyard facility = to tie around thigh / knee portion to grab and prevent from wobbling
Cut throat = extra distinctive look
“G” farus (frog) = to represent Gurkhe, its name
Belt strap = to hold the handle (blade) tightly. Ties the kukri strongly to the scabbard making it very easy to carry even
in speed motion
*Unlike as shown in the photo now it has been replaced by iron/steel plate
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo scabbard, buffalo horn ComFort full-flat-tang handle with twin rivets and ridges, “G” frog with belt strap
(holder), lanyard string/lace, high carbon raw blade

Mini Raw Panawal (Useful)
Mini version of the famous “Raw Panawal (Workhorse)”- a superb mini heavy duty kukri that is one very useful
survival tool and domestic knife..










BLADE SIZE: 7 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 450 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 550 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 850 grams
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 6th FEB 2015)
CATEGORY: Raw_Black
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

It is a mini version of the famous “Raw Panawal (Workhorse)” khukuri and thus the name. The great success story of
the Raw Panawal Khukuri and its demand by customers to make in a shorter and more handier format led to the
manufacturing of this 7 inch bladed very useful “Mini Raw Panawal”. It is a very regular khukuri but very effective and
efficient that is preferred by many as a perfect mini cutting tool. Like its origin counterpart, Mini Raw Panawal has a
thick fat blade forged with a semi-fuller/chirra that is fixed with a plain full flat tang riveted handle (Panawal version)
designed for power and durability. It is one superb mini heavy duty kukri that is a very useful survival tool and a
domestic knife.
Blade: 7 inch (small version), Semi-fuller/chirra for strength and to reduce unnecessary mass/weight, RAW (black)
finishing to retain hardness/power, thick blade (8mm) for heavy duty work
Handle: 4.5 inch Panawal version (Full Flat Tang with Twin Rivets) for durability and hardcore usage, plain basic
design for easier grip, thick bolster and pommel
Sheath: Normal black leather with vertical carriage frog, lanyard loop tip to facilitate thigh cord
Blade size: 7 inches approx.
Handle size: 4.5 inches approx.

Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx.
Weight: 450 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
Black leather sheath, Hard wooden handle (saaj), 5160 Raw semi fuller/chirra blade

PanaPLUS (Discover)
A contemporary Panawal version modified and crafted to deliver nothing but best results and intense satisfaction..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 850 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1000 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1350 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Domestic Use, Heavy Duty, Jungle Warfare, Regular work
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 27th Jan 2011)
CATEGORY: Raw_Black
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

Late addition of the “Utility Blades” category, released on Jan 2011, PanaPlus is an all purpose utility kukri knife to
embrace and to possess to discovering within oneself and the wilderness one indulges in. As per its exclusive name, it
is a contemporary Panawal version modified and crafted to deliver nothing but best results and intense satisfaction to
the user and thus PLUS. PanaPlus’s solid strength, stunning look and its special extra features, all make it the kukri
knife that should always be within one’s reach at any circumstances and in all territories.
Blade – forged out of 5160 high carbon steel. 11 inched bladed with RAW finishing for stronger edge and better

temper. Medium weight for effective use, easy handling and effortless carriage.
Edge – “Scandi Grind” for deeper impact and better outcome. This exceptional grinding of the blade (spine + body +
edge) makes the PanaPlus stand out from the herd as one of the most effective and usable knives.
Handle – FFT (full flat tang) reinforced by multiple rivets. Finger grooves for firm and comfortable grip.Indian
Rosewood handle to give a matching and appealing look. Lanyard hole facility to fix a thong to tie around the user’s
hand. Thick metal plate bolster.
Scabbard – Brown leather stylish sheath. Frog with a belt loop (strap button) to hold the blade in its handle. This
simply but very useful aspect of PanaPlus makes the kukri so much easy to carry and travel with. The “C” cut in the
throat also adds to its fashion and uniqueness. Lanyard loop in the tip to facilitate thigh attachment.
Profile:
Blade length: 11 inches (27.90 cm) approx
Blade thickness: 9 mm approx
Handle length: 5 inches (12.70 cm) approx
NET weight (blade + handle) = 725 gms approx
Edge temper = 56-58 RC
Materials / Features:
Brown leather scabbard, Indian rosewood FFT with finger grooves handle

Raw Panawal (Workhorse)
Raw Panawal for raw power and performance; raw and real..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 710 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 975 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1275 grams
FUNCTION: Heavy Duty, Hunting, Jungle warfare, Lethal, Military, Outdoor
ORIGIN: KHHI Factory, Kathmandu (released on 21st Jan 2008
CATEGORY: Raw_Black
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

Raw Panawal for raw power and performance. Raw and real, heavy duty blade fixed with superior riveted handle and
better leather scabbard with easier functioning frog are some of the main features of the Raw Panawal which makes it
one of the giants of KHHI’s massive and mastered collection.
Unlike other khukuris of KHHI, Raw Panawal has a hardcore performing blade that skips the long machinery process
required for finishing hence the blade is black; the main reason being the preservation of temper (hardness). Khukuri
blades tend to lose (drop) some temper when going through the finishing (cleaning & shining) phase in a machine since
the friction generates heat and extreme heat burns off some temper and hence may slightly weaken the blade. With the
Raw Panawal the initial temper put in the blade while making stays intact all the way till the end and thus edge remains
totally stronger and sharper. The rawness of the blade keeps 100% temper in place, which will indeed play a crucial
role in doing long heavy duty job.
Blade:: The Raw Panawal blade has a black (raw) blade having semi fuller or layer (hump) running across the main
(above) panel of the blade. It is made so to give more strength and durability to the width of the blade while in use and
also to cut down unnecessary weight of the blade. The curvature will give much needed support to the flat surface by
evenly distributing the impact force created when striking into a target. It is also a display of true craftsmanship as it is
complex to craft.
Handle:: The handle of this kukri is made like that of the famous “Panawals” version (the name also says) where the
flat tang goes all the way through the handle, and twin rivets are fitted to strengthen the fixtures. The metal tang can
also be clearly seen at the two sides of the handle. Indian Rosewood is used to give an overall matching look and
sturdiness. The only unusual part is that standard ridges of a regular handle are discarded to make holding easy,
comfortable and pain-free.
Frog:: A completely new and more effective leather frog is introduced; the “KHHI Farus”. Unlike regular ones here the
belt keeper (loop) is made at the back of the frog itself to make carriage very easy and efficient since it keeps/holds the
khukuri close to the body. The Frog is fastened by a shoe lace or sometimes leather thong to strap its two end; this
gives a complete new unique look.
Brass metal chape gives a brilliant look and safety as it protects the scabbard’s leather and also prevents from piercing
into flesh.
Materials / Features:
Special leather scabbard, full flat tang riveted Indian rosewood (no ridges) handle, Raw blade, KHHI farus

